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System Store Solutions are a breath of
fresh air at the Honda Wind Tunnel
To ensure that the support and
manufacturing areas within the brand
new, state of the art Honda wind tunnel
facility were installed to the same high
quality, high speciﬁcation as that of the
tunnel itself, Graham Miller, Director
of wind tunnel operations needed the
best in the business. System Store
Solutions rose to the challenge.
The Honda Wind Tunnel provides
an excellent facility for aerodynamic
development and safety evaluation
studies of road and race cars, aircraft,
buildings and structures. The £30M
wind tunnel has a rolling road and a fully
computerised control system. Brand new
data-processing software and computing
hardware enables the user to make
maximum use of the facility.
The tunnel, ofﬁcially opened in July 2006
by Shigeru Takagi, president of Honda
Motor Europe and Alistair Darling MP
provides very high quality ﬂow and a
comprehensive range of instrumentation,
which enable measurements of force,
pressure and ﬂow velocity to be made
accurately and efﬁciently.
The Honda tunnel is highly optimised
for race car testing. Capable of speeds
of up to 40m/s, it has an automated
support strut and integral 6-component
force balance. This greatly simpliﬁes the
testing of road vehicles.
For the support and manufacturing areas,
the main criteria was of course quality as
the wind tunnel was to be a spectacle
in design, technology and functionality.
The £200k installation was comprised
of many areas consisting of the model
preparation area, the composites clean
room, the machine shop, the trim,
inspection and mould prep area, tunnel
preparation area and the laboratories.
System Store Solutions partnered with
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German worktop manufacturer Lechner
to produce laminate worktops with
hardwood edges and employed their
specialised ﬁtters to install around a
number of pillars and other obstacles.
Fami, the Italian manufacturing market
leader provided all of the metalwork
products that have proven to be of the
highest standard in their quality, look,
durability and of course, functionality.
Honda requested a special RAL colour
and all of the cabinets were painted to
this standard by FAMI.
The entire project took six months
to complete with the System Store
Solutions team of installers and project
managers being on-site for the majority
of the six-month period. The end result
was a resounding success and was
well received by Graham and his team.
Graham Miller says, “System Store
Solutions were extremely professional
in their approach to this monumental
project. The end result complimented
this fantastic project perfectly and was
exactly what I was looking for”.
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Gigawave Motorsport calls on the experts
to get its new workshop up and running
When Steve Hagger, race team
manager of Gigawave Motorsport Ltd,
the new name in FIA GT needed to ﬁnd
a storage specialist with experience
in the Motorsport industry to design
and build his new workshop, he
looked no further than System Store
Solutions Ltd.

“The end result was a
fantastic looking Motorsport
facility that we can be proud
of”
Steve Hagger
Gigawave Motorsport LTD

The Gigawave name is well known in
motorsport circles thanks to the stunning
images produced by the Company’s
digital pit lane and on-board camera
systems, and technical partnering and
sponsorship with some leading teams in
the FIA GT Championship.
The all-new team has been assembled
with a race car, drivers, management
and resources that make it a potential
front-runner. Based in the Gigawave
Headquarters and Technical Centre
complex in Colchester Essex, this
UK team is using the ‘Best of British’
equipment in the form of the proven
Aston Martin DBR9 in the leading
GT1 class of the international FIA GT
championship from the start of the 2008
season.
Having worked with System Store
Solutions in the past whilst with Veloqx

market leader Fami assured Steve
that his new facility was going to be
perfect.
and Gruppe M, choosing System
Store Solutions was an easy
choice for Steve. The company’s
professional “hands-on” approach
from the design stage right through
to the last bolt of the installation was
exactly what was needed to create
the new workshop.
The technical experience and
knowledge at System Store Solutions
combined with the quality of the
product, manufactured by Italian

The installation included worktop
runs, sliding door cupboards and
roller shutter cabinets, all of the
highest quality. Steve Hagger says,
“having used System Store Solutions
on two previous Motorsport projects,
it made perfect sense to call on their
expertise for this project. I like the
personal service they offer, right
through the project from design to
completion”. He adds, “The end result
was a fantastic looking Motorsport
facility that we can be proud of”.

Contact us for a free storage consultation
To arrange for one of our experts to visit your site, contact us at:
System Store Solutions Ltd

System Store provide a winning
solution at Red Bull Technology

Ham Lane, Lenham, Maidstone, Kent ME17 2LH
Telephone: 01622 859522 Fax: 01622 858746
E-mail: sales@systemstoresolutions.com
website: www.system-store.com

System Store Solutions Ltd, were
recently commissioned by Steve Nevey,
Business Development Manager for Red
Bull Technology Ltd to design, supply
and ﬁt a brand new storage facility to
accomodate the new workshops and
Race engineering bays at Red Bull
Technology Ltd, the home of the Red
Bull Racing F1 team.
System Store Solutions supplies high
quality workshop and industrial storage
equipment for the motorsport, engineering,
aerospace,and warehousing sectors. The
company is the exclusive UK distributor
of the Fami Industrial storage, workshop
and transportation systems product range.
Its success is founded on the expertise
of its consultants and based on project
management, consultation and technical
advice.
The brief was to design a practical workshop
area that allowed the engineers easy access
to tools, parts, and other equipment. An
area that was both secure and aesthetically

“ We are very satisﬁed with the standard of
workmanship and quality of product that has
been installed at our Milton Keynes facility ”

Steve Nevey, Red Bull
pleasing, offering plenty of drawer space
plus electrical, data and compressed air
supplies.
The outcome (pictured above) was a
resounding success, offering a truly unique
solution, housing extremely user-friendly
facilities plus a lot of design features that
make life that little bit easier for the Red
Bull Racing F1 team.
Steve Nevey of Red Bull Technology Ltd
says “System Store Solutions were able
to work with us in identifying our speciﬁc
needs and providing a solution that best
optimised the space available. We are very
satisﬁed with the standard of workmanship
and quality of product that has been
installed at our Milton Keynes facility”.

System Store Solutions knowledge,
skill and adaptability allow its team to
create bespoke systems for all logistics
requirements. The companys’ awareness
of its customers needs means it provides
an effective solution every time.
“Our expertise allows us to create
innovative storage solutions whilst
working to a cost effective brief” says
David Price, Managing Director of System
Store Solutions Ltd. “Our products are
the sum of years of experience in the
storage industry. Famis’ considerable
investment in cutting edge production
systems has made these products what
they are today”.
System Store Solutions offers high
quality, rapid delivery, competitive prices
and smooth installation. System Store
Solutions can next be seen at Autosport
2008, NEC, Birmingham on 10th-13th of
January 2008, Stand no 8475.

Visit System Store Solutions on-line at www.system-store.com
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High performance race bays for GP2 winners iSport International Brooklands College races ahead with System Store Solutions

Reduce your Carbon footprint and
save money!

When GP 2 series racing winners iSport International Ltd required
high performance racing bays for its technicians, System Store
Solutions were in pole position for experience and know-how.
GP2 series racing is the exciting, new championship launched in 2005
to provide a training ground for teams and drivers aspiring to Formula
1 such as iSport International’s very own 2006 driver Timo Glock,
who has now joined the Toyota F1 team. It has the full backing of the
FIA (Motorsports governing body) together with support from Bernie
Ecclestone and Renault.

The British motorsport industry has, over the
course of the last ﬁfty years, been one of the
great success stories of UK commerce.
Yet, there are challenges ahead.

The racing is competitive and passionate and the natural breeding
ground for the Formula 1 champions of tomorrow. The cars are built to
race at speeds almost matching those of F1 but unlike Formula 1 all
teams work with the same car speciﬁcation - which is proving to make
for some thrilling racing. GP2 takes place at the same location of every
European F1 event with the GP2 races preceding the Formula 1 race.
Charlie Cooley, Logistics manager at iSport International
ﬁrst approached System Store Solutions at the Autosport
2007 exhibition. What drew Charlie to the stand were the
worktops and Cabinets on show. After an initial discussion
with the team on the stand, it became clear that System
Store Solutions had a plethora of experience in motorsport
as they had already installed many race bays for companies
such as Honda, Renault, Red Bull and Williams F1. It was
clear that System Store Solutions were the right choice for
iSport International.
System Store Solutions were commissioned to design and
re-furbish two main areas: the race bays and the clean
room. Like Formula 1, GP2 standards for preparation and
presentation are extremely high; therefore the installation
was required to meet a stringent criteria. Within a short
space of time workshop designs were presented to Mr
Cooley and the project installation under the watchful eye of
Dean O’Neill, projects manager for System Store Solutions
started to take shape.
Specialist carpenters were brought in to ensure that the
equipment was completely at one with the surrounding area,
creating a very clean and polished ﬁnish to the project. The
specialist joinery along with the high quality product range
from manufacturing market leader Fami, assured that the
end result was looked on extremely favourable by iSport
International and ﬁt in perfectly with the long-term objectives
of the GP2 series racing team.
Mr Cooley says, “the workmanship and installation was of a
high standard and we are very pleased and proud of the end
product”. He adds “Workshop guests are constantly praising
us for having such a neat working environment. When you
are trying to attract sponsors and drivers, it has to look right.
I would have no hesitation in recommending System Store to
any company that is looking for a quality service and value
for money”.
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System Store Solutions puts Wiltshire
College Motorsport in pole position

As we are all aware, one of the most pressing
matters in the Motorsport industry today revolves
around the reduction of its Carbon footprint. There
are a number of ways in which this agenda can be
tackled. One of these measures is to reduce the
physical weight of transported components and
tools to race meetings. David Price of System
Store Solutions explains how reducing weight in
transportation cuts costs and tackles your carbon
footprint at the same time.

Brooklands College, one
of the largest engineering,
motorsport, manufacturing
and aerospace academies
in the UK looked to System
Store Solutions to create
a user-friendly, practical
environment
in
their
workshops to aid tutors in
continuing to offer excellent
practical training and skills
development to its student
body.
Dave
McLoughlin,
Team
Manager at Brooklands College
and his team of educators
offer a series of courses in
Motorsport Engineering, which
have led many of their students
into careers in motorsport with
race teams including Touring
cars, Formula 3 and Formula 1.
Mr McLoughlin ﬁrst met System
Store Solutions at Autosport
2003 and found the team’s
knowledge in the industry

was extensive, since many
of its clients were involved in
motorsport. He also found the
product range manufactured by
Italian market leader Fami to
be of a very high standard and
purchased a few of the items
on the stand for testing.
Brooklands College, based in
Weybridge, Surrey is committed
to providing the best engineering
education in the country and
has recently expanded their
offer by introducing a £7.5
million development to its
facility, including up-grading
and renewing its workshop
facilities and storage capacity.
Once System Store Solutions
gained the green light to re-vamp
the workshops and storage
areas, a constant “hands-on”
approach from day one and the
extremely professional advice
in the design stage assured
Dave McLoughlin and his

team they had made the right
decision. The whole project
ran like clockwork.
The main areas refurbished
were
the
fabrication,
aerospace and machine shop,
with a new CNC/CAM facility,
composite room and brand
new motorsport workshops
including rolling road and
engine test room. System Store
Solutions played a key part
in the design and the product
speciﬁcation, offering in many
cases, tailor-made products
to accommodate every need
at Brooklands College. The
project was a monumental
success and will play an
important part in ensuring that
Brooklands College continues
to offer the impeccable
standard of education in the
motorsport, motor vehicle and
manufacturing industries.
“ We got real value for money
and fantastic service” says

Mr McLoughlin. “Brooklands
College
has
absolute
conﬁdence in System Store
Solutions and found the
company to be extremely
versatile and professional.
I would gladly recommend
them to anyone”.
The new facilities have
been available for use since
September 2007 and an
ofﬁcial launch is planned for
early next year.
System Store Solutions offers
high quality, rapid delivery,
competitive prices and
smooth installation. System
Store Solutions can next
be seen at Autosport 2008,
NEC, Birmingham on 10th13th of January 2008, Stand
no 8475.

System Store Solutions has devised a method
that not only tackles the need to reduce your
Carbon footprint, but also saves money in the
physical cost of transportation. This doubleedged sword is the outcome of the development
of System Store Solutions new Aluminium drawer
system.
This simple but effective solution involves
exchanging the steel drawers present in both
trucks and ﬂy-aways and replacing them with
specially designed aluminium drawers. Because
these drawers are lighter, the steel rails housing
the drawers do not need to be as weight bearing;
therefore, these rails can be lightened by drilling
out sections of them.
On a recent race truck re-ﬁt project, this
aluminium installation reduced the physical
weight in comparison to a steel re-ﬁt by a
colossal 343Kg. Because in the main, what are
being transported are mainly lightweight items
and electronic components, the traditional steel
structure is not needed; therefore freight charges
are greatly reduced due to this massive shed in
weight. A cost effective, easily applied solution
that combats both reducing freight costs and
your carbon footprint at the same time.
For more information on System Store Solutions
Aluminium drawer System, call David Price on
01622 859522 now and ﬁnd out how you can
beneﬁt from this simple, cost-effective solution.

Paul Hill of System Store Solutions (centre) presents Haydn Earl
with a presentation plaque to commemorate the ofﬁcial opening.
With the ever-rising interest in
its courses, Wiltshire College
Motorsport commissioned a new
building at Castle Combe Racing
and was keen to equip it with the
best possible systems. System
Store Solutions was chosen to
provide an innovative storage
solution that was both practical
and aesthetically pleasing.
Wiltshire College Motorsport has
grown rapidly over the past four years,
and it is of paramount importance to
students that they have access to the
latest technologies to develop their
skills and understanding. It is also
vital in the motorsport industry that
clutter is avoided and all equipment is
easily accessible and identiﬁable.
System Store Solutions were chosen
to supply the storage system due
to the high quality of products on
offer, the high level of service and its

competitive pricing. The company
provided a combination of open
and closed cupboards, racking and
benching to store everything from
tooling to race car components.
Prior to installing the new storage
system, the College randomly stored
items in a disparate collection of
cupboards and racks. Haydn Earl,
from Wiltshire College commented,
“It gave an unprofessional display
and made for a disorganised work
place”. He added, “now, the students
can take pride in their work and their
environment and have a much more
diligent approach to tools and parts
management”.
Wiltshire College has plans to
extend the workshop and System
Store Solutions is in pole position
to provide the additional storage
required.
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Reduce your Carbon footprint and
save money!

When GP 2 series racing winners iSport International Ltd required
high performance racing bays for its technicians, System Store
Solutions were in pole position for experience and know-how.
GP2 series racing is the exciting, new championship launched in 2005
to provide a training ground for teams and drivers aspiring to Formula
1 such as iSport International’s very own 2006 driver Timo Glock,
who has now joined the Toyota F1 team. It has the full backing of the
FIA (Motorsports governing body) together with support from Bernie
Ecclestone and Renault.

The British motorsport industry has, over the
course of the last ﬁfty years, been one of the
great success stories of UK commerce.
Yet, there are challenges ahead.

The racing is competitive and passionate and the natural breeding
ground for the Formula 1 champions of tomorrow. The cars are built to
race at speeds almost matching those of F1 but unlike Formula 1 all
teams work with the same car speciﬁcation - which is proving to make
for some thrilling racing. GP2 takes place at the same location of every
European F1 event with the GP2 races preceding the Formula 1 race.
Charlie Cooley, Logistics manager at iSport International
ﬁrst approached System Store Solutions at the Autosport
2007 exhibition. What drew Charlie to the stand were the
worktops and Cabinets on show. After an initial discussion
with the team on the stand, it became clear that System
Store Solutions had a plethora of experience in motorsport
as they had already installed many race bays for companies
such as Honda, Renault, Red Bull and Williams F1. It was
clear that System Store Solutions were the right choice for
iSport International.
System Store Solutions were commissioned to design and
re-furbish two main areas: the race bays and the clean
room. Like Formula 1, GP2 standards for preparation and
presentation are extremely high; therefore the installation
was required to meet a stringent criteria. Within a short
space of time workshop designs were presented to Mr
Cooley and the project installation under the watchful eye of
Dean O’Neill, projects manager for System Store Solutions
started to take shape.
Specialist carpenters were brought in to ensure that the
equipment was completely at one with the surrounding area,
creating a very clean and polished ﬁnish to the project. The
specialist joinery along with the high quality product range
from manufacturing market leader Fami, assured that the
end result was looked on extremely favourable by iSport
International and ﬁt in perfectly with the long-term objectives
of the GP2 series racing team.
Mr Cooley says, “the workmanship and installation was of a
high standard and we are very pleased and proud of the end
product”. He adds “Workshop guests are constantly praising
us for having such a neat working environment. When you
are trying to attract sponsors and drivers, it has to look right.
I would have no hesitation in recommending System Store to
any company that is looking for a quality service and value
for money”.
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was extensive, since many
of its clients were involved in
motorsport. He also found the
product range manufactured by
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be of a very high standard and
purchased a few of the items
on the stand for testing.
Brooklands College, based in
Weybridge, Surrey is committed
to providing the best engineering
education in the country and
has recently expanded their
offer by introducing a £7.5
million development to its
facility, including up-grading
and renewing its workshop
facilities and storage capacity.
Once System Store Solutions
gained the green light to re-vamp
the workshops and storage
areas, a constant “hands-on”
approach from day one and the
extremely professional advice
in the design stage assured
Dave McLoughlin and his

team they had made the right
decision. The whole project
ran like clockwork.
The main areas refurbished
were
the
fabrication,
aerospace and machine shop,
with a new CNC/CAM facility,
composite room and brand
new motorsport workshops
including rolling road and
engine test room. System Store
Solutions played a key part
in the design and the product
speciﬁcation, offering in many
cases, tailor-made products
to accommodate every need
at Brooklands College. The
project was a monumental
success and will play an
important part in ensuring that
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to offer the impeccable
standard of education in the
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the drawers do not need to be as weight bearing;
therefore, these rails can be lightened by drilling
out sections of them.
On a recent race truck re-ﬁt project, this
aluminium installation reduced the physical
weight in comparison to a steel re-ﬁt by a
colossal 343Kg. Because in the main, what are
being transported are mainly lightweight items
and electronic components, the traditional steel
structure is not needed; therefore freight charges
are greatly reduced due to this massive shed in
weight. A cost effective, easily applied solution
that combats both reducing freight costs and
your carbon footprint at the same time.
For more information on System Store Solutions
Aluminium drawer System, call David Price on
01622 859522 now and ﬁnd out how you can
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being transported are mainly lightweight items
and electronic components, the traditional steel
structure is not needed; therefore freight charges
are greatly reduced due to this massive shed in
weight. A cost effective, easily applied solution
that combats both reducing freight costs and
your carbon footprint at the same time.
For more information on System Store Solutions
Aluminium drawer System, call David Price on
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Paul Hill of System Store Solutions (centre) presents Haydn Earl
with a presentation plaque to commemorate the ofﬁcial opening.
With the ever-rising interest in
its courses, Wiltshire College
Motorsport commissioned a new
building at Castle Combe Racing
and was keen to equip it with the
best possible systems. System
Store Solutions was chosen to
provide an innovative storage
solution that was both practical
and aesthetically pleasing.
Wiltshire College Motorsport has
grown rapidly over the past four years,
and it is of paramount importance to
students that they have access to the
latest technologies to develop their
skills and understanding. It is also
vital in the motorsport industry that
clutter is avoided and all equipment is
easily accessible and identiﬁable.
System Store Solutions were chosen
to supply the storage system due
to the high quality of products on
offer, the high level of service and its

competitive pricing. The company
provided a combination of open
and closed cupboards, racking and
benching to store everything from
tooling to race car components.
Prior to installing the new storage
system, the College randomly stored
items in a disparate collection of
cupboards and racks. Haydn Earl,
from Wiltshire College commented,
“It gave an unprofessional display
and made for a disorganised work
place”. He added, “now, the students
can take pride in their work and their
environment and have a much more
diligent approach to tools and parts
management”.
Wiltshire College has plans to
extend the workshop and System
Store Solutions is in pole position
to provide the additional storage
required.
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System Store Solutions are a breath of
fresh air at the Honda Wind Tunnel
To ensure that the support and
manufacturing areas within the brand
new, state of the art Honda wind tunnel
facility were installed to the same high
quality, high speciﬁcation as that of the
tunnel itself, Graham Miller, Director
of wind tunnel operations needed the
best in the business. System Store
Solutions rose to the challenge.
The Honda Wind Tunnel provides
an excellent facility for aerodynamic
development and safety evaluation
studies of road and race cars, aircraft,
buildings and structures. The £30M
wind tunnel has a rolling road and a fully
computerised control system. Brand new
data-processing software and computing
hardware enables the user to make
maximum use of the facility.
The tunnel, ofﬁcially opened in July 2006
by Shigeru Takagi, president of Honda
Motor Europe and Alistair Darling MP
provides very high quality ﬂow and a
comprehensive range of instrumentation,
which enable measurements of force,
pressure and ﬂow velocity to be made
accurately and efﬁciently.
The Honda tunnel is highly optimised
for race car testing. Capable of speeds
of up to 40m/s, it has an automated
support strut and integral 6-component
force balance. This greatly simpliﬁes the
testing of road vehicles.
For the support and manufacturing areas,
the main criteria was of course quality as
the wind tunnel was to be a spectacle
in design, technology and functionality.
The £200k installation was comprised
of many areas consisting of the model
preparation area, the composites clean
room, the machine shop, the trim,
inspection and mould prep area, tunnel
preparation area and the laboratories.
System Store Solutions partnered with
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German worktop manufacturer Lechner
to produce laminate worktops with
hardwood edges and employed their
specialised ﬁtters to install around a
number of pillars and other obstacles.
Fami, the Italian manufacturing market
leader provided all of the metalwork
products that have proven to be of the
highest standard in their quality, look,
durability and of course, functionality.
Honda requested a special RAL colour
and all of the cabinets were painted to
this standard by FAMI.
The entire project took six months
to complete with the System Store
Solutions team of installers and project
managers being on-site for the majority
of the six-month period. The end result
was a resounding success and was
well received by Graham and his team.
Graham Miller says, “System Store
Solutions were extremely professional
in their approach to this monumental
project. The end result complimented
this fantastic project perfectly and was
exactly what I was looking for”.
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Gigawave Motorsport calls on the experts
to get its new workshop up and running
When Steve Hagger, race team
manager of Gigawave Motorsport Ltd,
the new name in FIA GT needed to ﬁnd
a storage specialist with experience
in the Motorsport industry to design
and build his new workshop, he
looked no further than System Store
Solutions Ltd.

“The end result was a
fantastic looking Motorsport
facility that we can be proud
of”
Steve Hagger
Gigawave Motorsport LTD

The Gigawave name is well known in
motorsport circles thanks to the stunning
images produced by the Company’s
digital pit lane and on-board camera
systems, and technical partnering and
sponsorship with some leading teams in
the FIA GT Championship.
The all-new team has been assembled
with a race car, drivers, management
and resources that make it a potential
front-runner. Based in the Gigawave
Headquarters and Technical Centre
complex in Colchester Essex, this
UK team is using the ‘Best of British’
equipment in the form of the proven
Aston Martin DBR9 in the leading
GT1 class of the international FIA GT
championship from the start of the 2008
season.
Having worked with System Store
Solutions in the past whilst with Veloqx

market leader Fami assured Steve
that his new facility was going to be
perfect.
and Gruppe M, choosing System
Store Solutions was an easy
choice for Steve. The company’s
professional “hands-on” approach
from the design stage right through
to the last bolt of the installation was
exactly what was needed to create
the new workshop.
The technical experience and
knowledge at System Store Solutions
combined with the quality of the
product, manufactured by Italian

The installation included worktop
runs, sliding door cupboards and
roller shutter cabinets, all of the
highest quality. Steve Hagger says,
“having used System Store Solutions
on two previous Motorsport projects,
it made perfect sense to call on their
expertise for this project. I like the
personal service they offer, right
through the project from design to
completion”. He adds, “The end result
was a fantastic looking Motorsport
facility that we can be proud of”.

Contact us for a free storage consultation
To arrange for one of our experts to visit your site, contact us at:
System Store Solutions Ltd

System Store provide a winning
solution at Red Bull Technology

Ham Lane, Lenham, Maidstone, Kent ME17 2LH
Telephone: 01622 859522 Fax: 01622 858746
E-mail: sales@systemstoresolutions.com
website: www.system-store.com

System Store Solutions Ltd, were
recently commissioned by Steve Nevey,
Business Development Manager for Red
Bull Technology Ltd to design, supply
and ﬁt a brand new storage facility to
accomodate the new workshops and
Race engineering bays at Red Bull
Technology Ltd, the home of the Red
Bull Racing F1 team.
System Store Solutions supplies high
quality workshop and industrial storage
equipment for the motorsport, engineering,
aerospace,and warehousing sectors. The
company is the exclusive UK distributor
of the Fami Industrial storage, workshop
and transportation systems product range.
Its success is founded on the expertise
of its consultants and based on project
management, consultation and technical
advice.
The brief was to design a practical workshop
area that allowed the engineers easy access
to tools, parts, and other equipment. An
area that was both secure and aesthetically

“ We are very satisﬁed with the standard of
workmanship and quality of product that has
been installed at our Milton Keynes facility ”

Steve Nevey, Red Bull
pleasing, offering plenty of drawer space
plus electrical, data and compressed air
supplies.
The outcome (pictured above) was a
resounding success, offering a truly unique
solution, housing extremely user-friendly
facilities plus a lot of design features that
make life that little bit easier for the Red
Bull Racing F1 team.
Steve Nevey of Red Bull Technology Ltd
says “System Store Solutions were able
to work with us in identifying our speciﬁc
needs and providing a solution that best
optimised the space available. We are very
satisﬁed with the standard of workmanship
and quality of product that has been
installed at our Milton Keynes facility”.

System Store Solutions knowledge,
skill and adaptability allow its team to
create bespoke systems for all logistics
requirements. The companys’ awareness
of its customers needs means it provides
an effective solution every time.
“Our expertise allows us to create
innovative storage solutions whilst
working to a cost effective brief” says
David Price, Managing Director of System
Store Solutions Ltd. “Our products are
the sum of years of experience in the
storage industry. Famis’ considerable
investment in cutting edge production
systems has made these products what
they are today”.
System Store Solutions offers high
quality, rapid delivery, competitive prices
and smooth installation. System Store
Solutions can next be seen at Autosport
2008, NEC, Birmingham on 10th-13th of
January 2008, Stand no 8475.

Visit System Store Solutions on-line at www.system-store.com
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